Recommender systems, which provide users with recommendations of content suited to their needs, have received great attention in today's online business world. However, most recommendation approaches exploit only a single source of input data and suffer from the data sparsity problem and the cold start problem. To improve recommendation accuracy in this situation, additional sources of information, such as friend relationship and user-generated tags, should be incorporated in recommendation systems. In this paper, we revise the user-based collaborative filtering (CF) technique, and propose two recommendation approaches fusing usergenerated tags and social relations in a novel way. In order to evaluate the performance of our approaches, we compare experimental results with two baseline methods: user-based CF and user-based CF with weighted friendship similarity using the real datasets (Last.fm and Movielens). Our experimental results show that our methods get higher accuracy. We also verify our methods in cold-start settings, and our methods achieve more precise recommendations than the compared approaches.
Introduction
Recommender systems provide users with personal recommendations of items that they would like most and have become an important research area in the past decade. In general, recommendation systems are classified into collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based filtering (CBF) [1] . CF predicts the interest of a particular user for an item based on other similar users' interests. Rating is the most common information used in CF. However, with the development of social media, the way people find information, share knowledge and communicate with each other are changing [2] . As rich information is shared through the social media sites, it would be increasingly difficult for users to find what they are actually interested in. In this situation, rating information would be insufficient to predict the preferences of a user. Nowadays, social websites have become a major trend in the Web 2.0 environment [3] . Users in the social websites could give ratings to items, add other users as friends, join in some interest group online, and even add tags to the items, known as social tagging. Besides ratings, other available social data to some extent also indicate the preference of a particular user. Therefore, in recent years, more studies have tried to fuse the social data in recommendation systems to improve the accuracy of the recommender approaches [2] , [4] - [7] . At the same time, the additional social data may alleviate the open issues of CF, such as the data sparsity problem and the cold start problem.
In this study, we introduce a new way of integrating social relationships and user-generated tags into the userbased CF and propose two novel recommendation methods cooperating with social relations and user-generated tags. We evaluate our methods on two real datasets (Last.fm and Movielens), and compare with some basic recommender methods. We also verify our methods in cold start settings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background knowledge and related work are discussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we introduce the proposed methods and we evaluate our methods in Sect. 4 . Finally, Sect. 5 gives our conclusions and discusses future work.
Related Works
In this section, we first review the traditional CF. We then summarize related work on recommenders fusing with tag sources and social relationships separately.
Recommendation Systems
Recommendation systems provide personalized recommendations to users [8] . One of the most successful technologies among recommender systems is CF, which predicts user preferences based on the taste of other similar users. Generally, CF approaches can be classified as either item-based or user-based techniques [1] . In this study, we focus on userbased CF, which measures the similarity between users in terms of their item rating. Many correlation metrics can be used to compute the similarity between users, for example, cosine-based distance, Pearson correlations and others [9] .
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The nearest neighbors can be obtained by sorting the similarities between users. By finding the nearest neighbors with similar interests, the user-based CF predicts the preference (i.e., item rating) of an un-rated item i for user u as follow:
where U sim is the nearest neighbors of user u, sim r (u, v) is the similarity between user u and user v, r v,i is the rating provided by user v to item i. A major problem with user-based CF is the data sparsity problem. We know that in traditional CF, user similarity is based on the numeric ratings. However, with the exponential growth of the number of items or users in the websites, few people rate or view few items. The sparsity of item ratings thus affects the similarity metrics and decreases the accuracy of item recommendations finally. Subhash K.Shinde and Uday Kulkarni [10] proposed a novel centering-bunching based clustering (CBBC) algorithm. The proposed system firstly collected the ratings of the users and clustered the users using CBBC. Then the recommendations are generated online for active user using similarity measures by choosing the clusters with good quality rating. The proposed method performs superiorly and alleviates problems such as cold-start, first-rater and sparsity. Joel Pinho Lucas et al. [11] made use of associative classifiers in order to alleviate typical drawbacks in recommender systems. Juntao Liu [12] integrated social relations and item contents into the framework of Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (BPMF) in a novel way to alleviate the data sparsity problem and the cold start problem.
Social Tag Sources
A number of social websites allow users to add tags to items, such as Delicious, CiteULike, Last.fm and so on. The popularity of the usage of user-generated tags allows us to capture valuable information for understanding user interests [2] . User-generated tags have been exploited by many researchers in recommender systems. Marek Lipczak et al. [13] discussed the potential role of the three tag sources: resource content as well as resource profiles and user profiles. They considered the title of a resource as a starting point of the recommendation process and extend the set by tags related to the title as well as tags present in the profiles of resource and user to extract valuable tags from user profile. Nan Zheng et al. [7] investigated the importance and usefulness of tag and time information when predicting users' preference and better performances can be achieved if such information is integrated into CF. In social tagging systems, users and items can be assigned profiles defined in terms of weighted lists of social tags. Iv¢n Cantador et al. [14] presented and evaluated various content-based recommendation models that make use of the weighted tag profiles of users and items. Heung-Nam Kim et al. [2] proposed a new collaborative approach to user modeling by leveraging user-generated tags as preference indicators. They also enriched the user models from the neighbors so that the proposed method can provide the proper recommendations even if users rated few items. We also enrich user tag vectors. However, differing from Heung-Nam Kim, our work enriches user tag vectors from his friends, not nearest neighbors. And not every test user needs to be enriched tags from his friends. We only deal with users who have no tags.
Social Network
Apart from social tags, social websites usually provide social networking functionalities. Users may have explicit friendship or membership relations with others. Recently, researchers have started to incorporate social relations to improve the performance of the standard CF. Ben-Shimon et al. [15] present a collaborative filtering strategy that estimates the rating of an item for a user based on the ratings provided by the user's friends. Fengkun Liu et al. [16] incorporated social network information into CF and evaluated CF performance with diverse neighbor groups combining groups of friends and nearest neighbors. The result showed that more accurate prediction algorithms can be produced by incorporating social network information into CF. He and Chu [4] developed a Bayesian network-based recommender system (SNRS-BN) and study the performance of SNRS-BN under different types of social relationships. Panagiotis Symeonidis et al. [5] proposed the Social-Union which combines similarity matrices derived from heterogeneous explicit or implicit SRNs. Apart from friendships, membership is another kind of social relations. Quan Yuan et al. [6] explored the role of friendship and membership while being fused with traditional CF recommender methods.
In this paper, we propose two novel recommendation methods cooperating with social relations and usergenerated tags. Our methods are different from previous methods because we integrate the tags into CF in a novel way and one of our methods integrates both social relations and tags into CF to improve the accuracy of the recommendation. We also enrich user tag vector from user's friends to alleviate the cold start problem. Our methods get higher accuracy in our experimental comparisons.
Proposed Method
Since the user-based CF only relies on ratings. It inevitably suffers from sparse and imbalance of rating data. Alejandro Bellogłn et al. [17] get the conclusions that when explicit social networks are available, incorporating characteristics of social graphs into the computation of user neighbors in memory-based CF significantly improves recommendation in terms of ranking quality and social tagging can easily be exploited to provide precise item recommendation ranking lists. According to this, we fuse social relations and user-generated tags into CF to improve the accuracy of recommendations. In this section, we will first introduce the preliminaries for user-based CF (cf-user) and user-based CF with weighted friendship similarity: WS f ri+ui [6] (snrating). And then, we introduce the user-based CF with tags (cf-tag) and social recommender with tags (cf-sn-tag) in details.
Preliminaries
3.1.1 User-Based CF (cf-user)
As described in Sect. 2, cf-user first finds the nearest neighbors of the test user who the systems will provide recommendations for, and then predicts the preferences of un-rated items for the test user. The recommender sorts the preferences in descending order, and finally chooses the top n items [18] as the recommendations for the test user. In details, in user-item rating matrix, we view the ratings of users for rated items as vectors. If user u has a rating to item i, then the corresponding cell in rating matrix is r u,i , or 0 if no such rating exists. We choose the cosine similarity to get the top k nearest neighbors as follows:
where R u and R v are two vectors of ratings from user u and user v respectively. And then, we predict the rating of test items for test user by Eq. (1). We sorted the predictive ratings in descending order and choose the top n items as the final recommendations.
User-Based CF with Friendships (sn-rating)
As discussed in Sect. 2, many researchers have integrated social relations into CF to improve the accuracy of recommendations. We use sn-rating which fusing friendships with user-item rating matrix via weighted similarity. The friendship is represented by a user-user matrix A. If user u and user v are friends, then the value of the cell A u,v is set to 1, otherwise 0. Based on this user-user matrix, the friendship similarity between two users is calculated by cosine similarity, named sim f ri . The model combines sim f ri with sim ui (user similarity calculated from user-item rating matrix) in a weighted approach as follows:
The parameter λ is used to adjust the weight of sim ui and sim f ri , the bigger the λ is, the rating matrix plays a more important role in the combined similarity and vice versa. In several cases, the distribution of the similarity values in the interval [0,1] between sim ui and sim f ri differ significantly. For example, consider the case that the most similarity values in user-user matrix are normally distributed between 0 and 0.3, whereas the most similarity values in useritem rating matrix are normally distributed between 0.6 and 0.9. Assume that we want the similarity values based on user-user matrix to have much more impact in the final similarity values than the similarity values based on user-item rating matrix, we may set λ to 0.4. Then we get the weight of sim ui is 0.4 and the weight of sim f ri 0.6. Actually, after weighting, the maximum value of sim f ri is 0.18 whereas the minimum value of sim ui is 0.24. We will find that even if λ is less than 0.5, the minimum similarity values of user-item ratings is larger than the maximum similarity values based on user-user matrix. That means only few small values of λ can be chosen for equivalence. Therefore, in this case, some transformations are needed for the two matrixes [5] . We first make transformations to all similarity values of the two matrixes by the following formula:
where X is the user-user matrix or the user-item rating matrix. m x is the mean similarity value of the matrix. s x is the standard deviation value of the matrix. We then normalize the derived similarity values back in the interval [0,1]:
where max x and min x are the maximum and the minimum derived similarity values in matrix X after the transformation of Eq. (4), respectively. The combined similarity, after transformations, is used to find the top k nearest neighbors for test users. And then, the model predicts the preferences and do recommendations just like what the cf-user does.
User-Based CF with Tags (cf-tag)
Considering the sparsity and inaccuracy of ratings, we fuse the tags in the predictive process in cf-user. In social tagging systems, users could add tags to items. Then user and item profiles can be defined in terms of lists of weighted tags. We define the profile of user u as a vector u = (u 1 , ., u t , ., u L ), where u t is a weight of tag t. Similarly, we define the profile of item i as a vector i = (i 1 , ., i t , ., i L ), where i t is a weight of tag t. There exist different schemes to weight the tags, and we choose the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme for assigning a weight to a particular tag in a user or item profile. Then u t and i t can be calculated as follows:
where t f u (t) and t f i (t) are frequency of tag t, that is the number of times user u has annotated items with tag t or the number of times item i has been annotated with tag t. iu f (t) and ii f (t) are inverse frequency factors that penalize tags that frequently appear in tag-based user and item profiles respectively. More specifically, iu f (t) and ii f (t) can be calculated as follows: ii
where U and I are respectively the set of all users and the set of all items. M and N are the number of users and items respectively [18] . In cf-tag, we find top k nearest neighbors and test items just like that in cf-user. The difference between cf-user and cf-tag is in the predictive process. Instead of the typical predictive preferences of cf-user, we predict the preferences of items for the test user by user tag vector and item tag vector. We compute the cosine similarity between test user vector and item tag vector and take this similarity as the predictive preference of the item for the test user. At last, we choose the top n items with high preferences as the final recommendations. More specifically, if the test user gets less than n item recommendations or even no recommendations, we use the typical predictive formula in cf-user based on ratings as the supplements. Figure 1 depicts the outline of the algorithmic procedure of the proposed cf-tag. We exploit tags and ratings to make sure that more test users can get precise and enough recommendations.
Social Recommender with Tags (cf-sn-tag)
For cf-sn-tag, we choose sn-rating model as baseline and integrate tags in this model. As described in Sect. 3.1.2, snrating fuses social friendships into cf-user and finds nearest neighbors based on both friendships and ratings. And then, test items are generated from these nearest neighbors. Like cf-tag, we fuse tags in the predictive process in sn-rating. We predict the preference of each test item using test user tag vector and item tag vector. Considering that some users tagged few items and it will be difficult for the recommender to give them proper recommendations. So we extend the user tag vector by popular tags from user's friends. More specifically, we count The outline of the algorithmic procedure of the proposed cf-sn-tag can refer to Fig. 2 . The differences of cf-tag and cf-sn-tag in the procedure are the selection of neighbors and the extension of user tag vectors from user's friends. Sn-rating, which fusing social relations in user-based CF, helps to find more friends or neighbors for test user and user-generated tags can easily be used to get precise recommendation. Based on social network and user-generated tags, we expect cf-sn-tag will get the best performance values. However, we have to check the above hypothesis empirically since there are some other aspects which may influence the final results.
Experimental Evaluation

Datasets
In order to evaluate the presented cf-tag and cf-sn-tag algorithms, we need the datasets which include ratings, usergenerated tags and social relations simultaneously. However, depending on the nature of a system, it may be difficult to find users with enough information of each type [17] . So in our paper, we choose the Last.fm dataset [19] which could meets our needs after simple preprocessing. Apart from Last.fm dataset, we also use Movielens dataset [19] to test the performance of recommenders with ratings and tags.
(1) Last.fm dataset Last.fm is a popular social music website. Last.fm dataset is released in the framework of the 2nd International Workshop on Information Heterogeneity and Fusion in Recommender Systems (HetRec 2011) [19] . There are 1892 users, 17,632 artists (items), 92,834 ratings, 11,946 user-generated tags and 25,434 friend links in it. Explicit social relations and user-generated tags are available while explicit ratings are not. Last.fm dataset records the listening count that each user listened to artists and the listening count indicates the interest of the user to artists. We map listening counts into integer values of 1 to 5 as the implicit ratings of users. The mapping formula is defined as follows [20] :
where l is the listening count, r is the implicit rating after mapping. · is the operator of rounding towards zero. Table 1 shows the main characteristics of the two datasets.
Evaluation Setting
In this section, we describe the methodology followed to evaluate the recommenders. To evaluate the performance of the recommendations, we randomly split the set of items rated by users into a training set and a test set. The training set contains 80% of the items for each user and the test set contains the remaining 20% of the items for each user. We perform 5-fold cross validation procedure in our evaluation. More specifically, in our experiments, we do not split tags into a training set and a test set. Tag vector of a user comes from tags the user has tagged to the items in the training set. Tag vector of an item comes from tags users in the training As for the transformation of the similarity matrix, we not only do the transformation in sn-rating and cf-sn-tag algorithms, but also in cf-user and cf-tag algorithms. We find that cf-user and cf-tag algorithms can get better results when the similarity matrix is transformed.
In our experiments, we set the user neighborhood sizes to 10. We do experiments with different neighborhood sizes and find that 10 is relatively the best choice. For sn-rating and cf-sn-tag, we set λ to 0.75.
Evaluation Metrics
We measure the performance of the recommenders in terms of ranking-based metrics widely used in the area of information retrieval. In our experiments, the recommenders provide a list of n recommended items. And we choose precision, recall, F-measure and DCG to evaluate the ratio and position of relevant items in the ranked lists of recommended items. We consider the items of the test user in the test set are the relevant items of the test user. The final performance value is the average of all the performance values over the set of all test users.
(1) Precision Precision measures the proportion of recommended items that are relevant and can be defined as follows [17] :
The relevant items hit means items in the recommended lists are also in the sets of relevant items for all test users. All recommended items are the item recommendations all the test users get. When n items are recommended, we call the ratio as precision@n or p@n.
(2) Recall Recall measures the proportion of relevant items that are really recommended and the formula is defined as follows [17] :
The numerator is the same as the precision. The denominator is the sum of the number of relevant items of each test user. When n items are recommended, we call the ratio as recall@n or r@n. (3) F-measure F-measure [22] is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. The equation is as follows:
When n items are recommended, we call the F-measure [23] measures the usefulness of an item based on its position in a recommendation list. For instance, in the computation of p@10 or r@10, a relevant item at position 1 in the recommendation list is considered as useful as a relevant item at position 10. DCG penalizes relevant items appearing lower in a recommendation list and the formula is as follows:
N is the length of recommendation list and r u,i is the relevance value of user u to item i. If item i in recommendation list exists in the relevant items of user u, then we set r u,i =1, otherwise 0.
Experiment Results
In this section, we compare cf-tag and cf-sn-tag algorithms with cf-user and sn-rating algorithms in Last.fm and Movielens datasets.
To experimentally evaluate the performance of top n recommendation, we calculated p@n, r@n, f1@n and DCG@n of each method in the whole Last.fm and Movielens datasets. We select n as 10,20,30. Since Movielens dataset has no social relations, we only test cf-user and cftag in this dataset. We test all the four methods in Last.fm dataset. Table 2 shows the results of precision, recall and f1 score of cf-user and cf-tag in Movielens dataset. We can find from the table that cf-tag which fusing tags in user-based CF outperforms cf-user in all cases. The result proves that tag sources can be exploited to provide more accurate recommendations than ratings. For the reason that precision and recall do not pay attention to the position of relevant items in recommendation list, we also give the results of DCG of cf-user and cf-tag in Movielens dataset in Table 3 . From Table 3, we can see that cf-tag still outperforms cf-user with all different values of n. Considering both Table 2 and Table  3 , we find cf-tag is superior to cf-user in all four metrics. We may get the conclusion that tag information is more personalized and efficient than ratings in the recommendation process. Table 4 and Table 5 show the results of precision, recall, f1 values and DCG of the four recommenders in Last.fm dataset separately. We can see that all the precision values tend to decrease as the number of recommended items n increases, while recall and DCG increase with n. Cfuser is the only recommender which is based on single information and its performance is the worst in the four methods. Sn-rating fuses social friendships with ratings and gets better performance than cf-user which based on only ratings.
The better results of sn-rating prove that social friendships are helpful to get more accurate recommendations. However, comparing the results achieved by cf-tag and sn-rating, the performance of the former was found to be superior to that of the latter. The phenomenon demonstrates that in our experiments, when fusing with user-based CF, recommender based on tags performs better than that based on social relations. Combining with the comparison of cfuser and sn-rating described above, we may get that cf-tag is more efficient than sn-rating and sn-rating is better than cf-user. That is, for the three single information, tags are relative more accurate and valuable than social friendships and ratings.
Meanwhile, we can also find that the performance of cf-sn-tag is better than that of sn-rating, as well as that of cf-tag. This result manifests that although tags can be easily exploited to generate more precise recommendations than social relations, the recommender based on the combination of social relations and tags performs better than recommenders based only on social relations or tags. The best performance of cf-sn-tag indicates that tag information and social friendships focus on different points in the recommendations. Both kinds of the information are helpful to the recommendation. If only tag information is taken into consideration, like cf-tag, the relationships and interactions of users will be ignored. While taking social relationships into consideration only, like sn-rating, the tags which reflect the personality and preferences of users will be neglected. So, the experimental results show that the combination of tags and social relationships can get more accurate recommendations.
The above results give an experimental indication that recommenders exploiting more information produce more accurate recommendations for users. More specifically, social relations help to find more reliable neighbors and the recommender based on social relations performs better than user-based CF which based only on ratings. And usergenerated tags are personalized content of users and recommenders based on tags provide more precise recommendations than recommenders based on social relations and ratings. Moreover, the recommender fusing both social relations and user-generated tags achieves the best results.
Cold-Start Settings
We further examine the recommendation performance for users who had few ratings, namely cold start users. We can see from Table 1 that the average number of ratings per user is about 50 in Last.fm dataset, so we consider group of users who have the number of ratings in [2] , [15] from the Last.fm dataset and take them as the cold start users. Finally we get 23 cold start users. We compute the precision@10, recall@10, f1@10 and DCG@10 in the four methods in order to analyze the performance of our methods in cold start settings. Table 6 shows the results of p@10, r@10, f1@10 and DCG@10 of the four recommenders in cold start settings. As we can see from the table, the values of the four metrics of all methods in the cold start settings are apparently worse than those of in the whole Last.fm dataset. Such results were caused by the fact that cold start users are hard to get enough or precise recommendations because they do not have enough personal information.
Specifically, comparing the results of the four methods, we still can find the same rules as those in the whole Last.fm. The values of the four metrics of cf-user are the lowest while sn-rating, which fuses social relations with ratings, gets better performance than cf-user. The two recommenders, namely cf-tag and cf-sn-tag, which exploiting tags achieve significantly better results than those of the corresponding baseline methods. The result indicates that tag sources could provide more precise recommendations than other information. By comparing cf-tag and cf-sn-tag, we find that cf-sn-tag, which incorporating social friendships and user-generated tags into user-based CF, achieves better performance than cf-tag. The reason for the result may be that cf-tag neglects the relations of users which are also very important to the recommendations.
All the results in cold start users imply that our models, fusing tags into the corresponding baseline methods, can considerably improve the recommendation performance. Particularly, cf-sn-tag, which exploiting both social relations and tags, can help, indeed, in alleviating the problem of the cold start users and thus in improving the quality of item recommendations.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduce two hybrid recommenders to integrate social relations and user-generated tags into userbased CF: user-based CF with tags (cf-tag) and social recommender with tags (cf-sn-tag). We performed extensive experimental comparison of our methods against cf-user and sn-rating, using two real datasets (Last.fm and Movielens). The results show that cf-tag and cf-sn-tag yield more accurate recommendations than cf-user and sn-rating. And cf-sn-tag which exploiting both social relations and usergenerated tags provides the best recommendations.
In our methods, we fuse tags and social relations into the basic user-based CF and get better results than the baseline methods. However, we use TF-IDF to compute the weight of tags for users and items without considering the polysemy and synonyms of tags. That is, in our methods, we think that tags with exactly the same forms have the same meanings. Actually, a tag may have different meanings when tagged by different users. And for the same item, users may add different tags with similar meanings for it. Both of the situations may bring about inaccurate recommendations and more accurate method should be researched to compute the weight of tags for users and items. As for social relationships, not all friends have the same interests with the test user. Negative impact might be produced by friends who have different interests with the test user and personalized information is needed to find friends with similar preferences.
At the same time, in our methods, we only consider a simple social recommender model: sn-rating. More precise models need to be explored and compared to get the best social recommender model and consequently improve the performance of cf-sn-tag further. In our experiments, we compare our methods with two baseline methods. In future, we will compare our methods against other hybrid recommenders and evaluate the recommenders with more metrics. In addition to friendship and user-generated tags, how to fuse more social information into recommenders is another research direction. 
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